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About Keri Systems

A little about Keri Systems, who we are, and our friendly ethos.

Keri Systems is an access control manufacturer
and solutions provider, operating through the relentless

pursuit of quality, technological innovation, and
unparalleled customer service.

Industry-leading
manufacturer

We operate all
around the globe

World class
technical support

Over 30 years
of experience



Client-Server

Doors.NET is our
server based access
control solution. It is
designed with ease of
use and integration in
mind. Doors.NET
provides a user-
friendly experience
while maintaining
power and flexibility.

Harness advanced
features such as
global lockdown,
custom macros and in-
depth reports.

Cloud Solution Wireless locks Video

Borealis offers secure
and flexible access
control from the cloud.
Created with
accessibility in mind,
Borealis allows users
to control their security
remotely.

Use any device with an
internet connection to
sign in to the cloud, run
reports and manage
users from anywhere
in the world.

Wireless locks allow
for easy management
of high traffic areas
and are especially
useful in hotels and
residential apartments. 

Our Doors.NET
software integrates
with multiple variations
of wireless handle sets
ensuring maximum
customization for your
site.

Our video surveillance
and CCTV integration
partners provide
enhanced security and
monitoring capabilities
with advanced
playback features.

Doors.NET seamlessly
integrates with
multiple video
partners, bringing
CCTV and access
control together.



Doors.NET
Client-Server, On-Premise Solution

Enjoy powerful control software that lets you

manage and monitor installations of any size —

whether you’re securing 3 doors or 30,000.

GET STARTED WITH
DOORS.NET

Doors.NET gives access to enterprise-level

features such as elevator control, timed access

schedules, photo badging, local linkage, and anti-

pass back. 

AUTOMATED ACCESS
CONTROL FEATURES

Organize your security to suit you. Customize

features such as reports, access rights, language,

layout, and user-defined alerts.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
ACCESS CONTROL
SOLUTION

Manage your access control with multiple tools

available in the Doors.NET software. Ensure

smooth operation of high-traffic facilities by using

visitor management & time-in-building reports.

Use our integrated graphic map to view and

monitor your security in real-time and lock down

the building with a single button press with global

lock. 

ACCESS CONTROL
MANAGEMENT
TOOLS

In-depth reports give peace of mind and provide

accountability for all users. Use live events to see

real-time movement, customize reports and see

software and hardware diagnostics.

EVENT REPORTING



Software additions
Managing and monitoring doors made
simple

Designed with ease of use and integration

in mind. Doors.NET provides a user-

friendly experience while maintaining

power and flexibility.

Doors.NET acts as our client-server

solution for security and access control.

DOORS.NET

Graphically access the most commonly

used features of Doors.NET. Visual

DOORS is Keri Systems' answer for those

looking for an access control system with

powerful software and abundant features,

yet simplified, the way you’ve always

envisioned it. 

VISUAL DOORS™

Keri’s Telepathy is a powerful, graphical

mapping, command and control client that

is enabled, free of charge, for a single site

with the purchase of Keri’s Doors.NET

access control software. 

TELEPATHY™



Doors.NET supports IP-based NXT, PXL-500, authentic Mercury Security, and wireless locks from Simons

Voss, Allegion, Schlage, Assa Abloy, Dormakaba and more.

Ensure your installation’s hardware is supported

Choose Standard Edition or Professional Edition. Standard Edition will handle the majority of uses and can

always be upgraded to the Professional Edition. 

Choose standard edition or professional edition

The software can be installed on standard Windows and server operating systems, or in a virtual

environment.

Install at your preferred management locations

Our expert technical support is always available should you need assistance with installing, configuring, or

managing your software.

Expert technical support

ALL-IN-ONE
ACCESS CONTROL

Monitor and manage access to doors,

elevators, and more. Automate your

installation with customized schedules,

alerts, and reports.



Simplify access control connectivity, deliver

global accessibility, scalability, and convenience

without the need for a dedicated server or client

machine, Connect your security installations to

the cloud.

BOREALIS™

Compatible with the Keri NXT family hardware, which

means there's no need to learn anything new, all whilst

utilizing the benefits of a cloud-based solution with no

manual software or operating system updates, and no fear

of hardware failure or expensive data-loss.

A CLOUD SOLUTION WE
KNOW YOU WILL LOVE!

Our Aetheros platform uses Amazon Web Services (AWS)

for fast and secure performance delivering global

accessibility, scalability, and convenience to backup your

databases.

ULTRA SECURE STORAGE

EASY TO QUOTE, EASY TO
INSTALL, EASY TO USE!

MAKE LIFE EASY!

Cloud Hosted
 Storage

Access From
Anywhere



Borealis has been designed for precise scalability across

multiple device types, allowing you to access your Borealis

configuration via a web browser on your mobile device,

tablet, or PC. The design is minimalistic to ensure that all

aspects of the UI can be accessed easily on mobile

devices.

DESIGNED FOR
RESPONSIVENESS

When using an access control solution on the go, you

shouldn't have to deal with complicated menus and difficult

navigation. Borealis eliminates these frustrations with a

streamlined and intuitive user experience, wherever you are

and on whatever device you use.

DON'T OVERCOMPLICATE



Create repeat 
business 
opportunities

Connect your security installation to the cloud.

Simplify access control connectivity, harness

the power of scalability and convenience without 

the need for a dedicated server or client machine.

WHY UPGRADE?

Seamless transfer of your entire

Doors.NET database. Our conversion tool

will transfer all the existing data for you.

IT'S EASY 

Benefit from continual system

improvements and automatic

software updates.

IT’S EFFICIENT 

Move away from
software & servers

Borealis only requires a hub and an 
internet connection. Because it’s a 
browser-based management suite, there
is no software to install on your computer.

Use existing 
equipment

Allows you to continue using all of your
existing access control NXT hardware
(controllers, readers, etc) and credentials.

A more secure
experience

The database is in the cloud and so it can
never be lost. Even if the hub has a
catastrophic failure, the database will
not require recreation.

Upgrade path from Doors.NET to Borealis



INTEGRATE A WIRELESS LOCKING SOLUTION
WITH AN EXPERIENCED PARTNER



VIDEO INTEGRATIONS

Integrate your favorite video management
systems with a Keri access control solution



NXT-MSC MERCURY POWERED TCP-IP
CONTROLLERS

On-Board TCP/IP Connectivity

185,000 Cardholders, 50,000 

Event Buffer

Credential Types Library and

Wiegand Format Builder

IO 4X4 Expandable

Controller Continues Operation

When Offline

Embedded MAC Address for

One Button Auto-Configuration

Elevator Control Option

Available

By using an existing TCP/IP network, controller cabling costs can be

eliminated. Or, if building a new network, they can be reduced up to

50% over traditional hard-wired access systems by using inexpensive

CAT-5 cable. The NXT-MSC 2D/4D is designed to be extremely

intelligent with little reliance on network traffic for decision making,

allowing it to be thrifty with any network’s valuable bandwidth. With

Ethernet functionality built directly into the controller, Keri’s proprietary

MAC addressing scheme allows for reliable hardware discovery and

true one-button auto-configuration.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY WITH EASY INSTALLATION

OSDP READER SUPPORT



See some of our most popular integration choices.

INTEGRATIONS WITH KERI SYSTEMS

We take great pride in our fruitful relationships with our

partners. We are with your business every step of the

way.

BID WITH CONFIDENCE

Flexible security solutions that scale up or down and

integrate with other providers so you can bid on

projects you wouldn’t have before.

WIN NEW PROJECTS

These are your solutions and success stories. Use

your own flexible pricing and margins for your

customers installations.

GROW YOUR BUSINESS



Contact us

Protect what matters most 
with help from local Keri Systems security experts

Because we operate globally, we are always available 
to help, regardless of your location

+1 800 260 5265 - Sales@Kerisys.com
302 Enzo Dr Suite 190, San Jose, CA 95138, United States
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Follow us

To keep up with all our latest news and
announcements follow our social

channels




